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," Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to attempt to define the variuur

boundaries and limits which pertain to innovations in the field of

education. Aa effort will be made to define a number of varieties which

are known or believed to have an Impact upon the spread of innovations

in other fields and then to relate them to education. In addition to

identifying some of the variables, the writer has made certain evaluative

judgments in a number of instances as to the ease or difficulty of

making the applications from the other fields to that of education.

It might be helpful to the reader if the wrir were to indicate

his approach to the task as presented by the title of this paper. An

examination wao made of a considerable number of resources, a number of

which are indl:rted in the bibliography. A study was made to identify

pertinent variables from a variety of other fields and disciplines. After

pertinent varie,les were identified which had implications for education,

the writer then interposed them into the educational setting. In the

prelimivailr draft of the paper the writer arrived at a series of categories

by clustering those factors which seemed related. Therefore, the variables

came from other fields but the .1tate gories or general headings were

developed by the writer.
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Ur n ,.he receipt of the publication, by Bhola on "Innovation Research

and Theory, the writer then adopted the taxonomy which the author of that

piblication projected. This revised ..-ersion of the paper restructures the

original categories in -,,he preliminary paper to fit this new taxonomy.

Interestingly enough, three of the oriiinal categories propoued by the

writer are amortg tlie five rroposed by Bhola. The other five categorieb

originally proposed by the writer have in the main bmen combined to Dorm

the other two categories in the taxonomy developed by Bhola.

Philosophic Considerations

A basic problem in education is a philosophic dilemma which is whether

in a democratic social order it is approrriate or desirable to promote

deliberate change. A general problem is ite one of planned change with

which Corey deals when he says:

fl

....A great deal could be, and has been, said on this subject;
but the central ethical considerations dc not seem to me to have to
dc with the fact of trying to bring about change in others or even
with the specific nature of the changes. The ethical questions
that concern me most have to to with the means employed to induce
change. It im here that my conscience, at least, becomes most
deeply involved. I do not seem often to be offended by the
outright and direct attemipts of others to make me over in their
image of what I should be. I am assuming that this is done with
reasonable tact and withoJt too much threat to my self-respect,
which admittedly is easily threatened, and that I can walk away or
otherwise get out of the field of influence whenever I want. What
is objectionable is trying to change others by methods that are
based on the realization that if they know what was going on they
would have none of it. Subliminal advertising is an illustration,
as are moat instances of brainwashing and the insidious kinds of
propaganda. Blatant propaganda is not quite as bad because its
blatancy Is its own antidote.
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"Summ"rizing this point of view toward ethi ti considerations
in trying to ch&nge other people, my feeling is that within rather
wide limits it is the methods eNployea rather than the ends Ir: view
or the desire to attain these ends that raise the most serious
questions about good or evil. !. method that enables the indlvJd,,al
wto is under pressure to change to protect himself if he sr, desires
and to persist as he is because he realizes what is goiag on strike7
me as being acceptable in that it does not violate oy sense of right
or wrong." (1)

Many people would not agree with Corey, thot it I6 the means rather

than the ends wnich are important-- fect, many people wrruld just reverse

the order. There are those do feel, how,ver, that until we come to

gripe with the basic problem of planned change, we shall really not have

touched the fundwaental issue in education. Among this group is Clark

who recently made the following statement:

....The tact 13 that, although we talk about change in the
literature. of education and obviously some change has taken place
in education, ye evade the real question--whether or nct we have
a program of planned change or planned innovation in the field of
education, since any social process f.eld, no matter bow conservative
it may be, is forced by the pressures of its existence, to change
to some extent.

"I think that we might play a little game, and place ourselves
in the position that H. G. Wells must have been in when he tried to
project the changes that were likely to occur 50 or 1C0 or 200
years before they occurred. Let us place ourseives in the field
of education as professionals at the turn of the Twentieth Century
and ask whether or not we could have predicted the kinds of changes
that have occurred in thn field of education over the past 50
yearu. My guess is, and I don't know that this is the case, that
we would have a pretty easy job predicting the kinds of changes
that oere to take place in the field of education. It vouldn t
have taken an inventive genius sit the H. 0, Wells type to prr.dict
these changes. When we point, for example; as we very otter do,
to the elimination of the one-room schoolhouse and the consAidetion
of education into larger units, this .!s perfectly inevitable
consequence of our society, and anyone lould have predicted 50 or
60 years ago that this was going to hapen.d-that is, anyone with
the modest amount of insight that an average professional in the
field might home had.
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new directions in education are proposed by someone, tle..re is an immediate

question from mmtiv as to "whose directions?''. The implication is that the

schools must wait until there is sufficient crystallization within a given

community in order that new directions can be taken.

One of the first questions, then la the ethical or philosophical ore

as to whether the school system and the decision makers within it should

only follow the ebb and flow of public opinion or whether they should

consciously and intentionally attempt to plot at least in part the direction

the school system should move aril thereby influence and/or manipulate the

various elements of the educational enterprise.

Content of 'Innovations

The very nature of innovations in education have implications for their

ease of adoption. The simplest type of innovation is that of the

substitution of one element for another. Agricultural innovations such as

new varieties of seeds are fairly easy to diffuse. A kernel of hybrid

corn appears exactly the same as a kernel of open-pollinated coa. In

order to use hybrid seed corn, no adjustments have to be made in the planter

or other implements, no changes have to be made in terms of the appearance

of the crop in the fields and one does not even have to confide in his

fami4y or in any of his friends that he made the decision to adopt the

now variety of seed. Likewise in the case of the physician where a new

anti- biotic may be exactly the same size, shape, and color as another

anti-biotic prescribed earlier. Lder such circumstances there is little
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problem involved in making a ctange from an older to a newer prescription.

The more difficult changes art those which involve restructuing of

arrangements involving people. organizations or facilities and which may

often involve snare vatJe changes. When a medical general practitioner

changes to a ritaber of a ledical clinic of specialists, a number of changes

occur which are difficult to accomplish. ale doctor himself must become

a part of a team situation and must defer in his judgments to one or more

of his colleagues who may be more highly trhined and in a better position

to make a diagnosis. He must, therefore, give up part of his status when

he enters into such a relationship. The petient's relationship to the

specialist is also different as he moves from the hands of the general

practiiloner who has dealt personally with him to the clinic approach

which may give better medical treatment but with some possible loss in

personal relationships.

The most difficult change of all is that which involves value

changes. The recent activities of the medical profession in regard to

medicare is an excellent example. Since, in the opinion of the medical

profession, medicare represented a rather fundamental change in the

relationship of the doctor, the patient and the Federal, government, it

was resisted vigorously. When innovations requir! value re-orientation,

thoy are dccompl! ''ed only with the greatest of effort.

Substitutions

Xducational innovations follow somewhat the same continuum as those

cif other fields as suggested above. The simplest innovation to accoonlish
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is one where there is a mere substitution of one piece of material,

equipment, or process for another. Such an innovation as the overhead

projector is in general the substitution by an individual classroom

teacher of the overhead for the chalkboard. Although it is hoped that the

overhead projector may eventually involve otter kiwis of uses, it initially

is utilized in the classroom for the presentation of materials formerly

presented by the chalkboard. The adoption of the overhead projector by an

individual teacher does not fundamentally change her relat!onships with

the peer group. It doesn't even involve a drastic change in the physical

layout of the classroom including light control It generally is used to

enable the teacher to do more effectively what she has been attempting to

do previously.

Many of the innovations in education involve other teachers, admini-

strators, and parents as well as new techniques and processes Wen one

introduces team teaching, for example, 'it calls for a restructuring cf the

teacher assignments. It is somewhat akin to a specialist in medicine since

teachers musI, give up a part of their autonomy and of individual Oecision-

making to the group. The status elso has changed stnce they are no longer

the sole determiner of what happens and the students look to the total team

for answers rather than to only one teacher as formerly. As one goes into

teaching, more sophisticated hardware is likely to be used and new skills

are likely to have to be developed by the staff. The content itself
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requires re-examinatton and restructuring and the students themselves are

also in nee eurroundiegs with new rind different group pressures so that

their circamstances are also Changed. Under such sitations, innovations

are more difficult to achielm because they involve a much wider range of

decisions and new roles to be played by many different people.

Value Changes.

When fUndamental changes in hoe different people perceive their roles

which r.tquire attitude changa.s, the innovation generally proceeds the

elowest. Both television and programed instruction are new instructional

procedures which requi-re the individual teacier to re-evaluate her poeition.

-Ebth TV and programed instruction require the teacher to be willing to

have an outside person ,r material inserted between herself and the learner.

To be used successfully both of these techniques require that the teacher's

self-concept be such that she does not see these outside forces as

threatening her own role or self esteem.

Therefore, educational innovations span the full continuum from simple

modifications aed substitutions to value and attitude changes. The further

1.10., innovation moven down the continuum toward value changes, the more

difricult it is to achieve. Many of the newer developments in education

do involve fundamental re-examinations of the function and place of the

teacher, of materials.. and of organizational structures in the learning

process.
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N Structure

Some changes are so difficult to accomplish that an entirely new

structure is created in orler GO interfere ;'ith 1 Lie current operation.

In many places the development of instructional televisin has been an

innovation of this type. A new organization was developed to promote and

program educational television 'ether than going throrgh the ebtablisbed

audio -v tsual center and/or library. This approach is taken when the risk

appears so great that the innovation would be rejected by the traditional

system sc that the 4.ecision is made to develop a comple-entary if not

competitive organization,

alms11111isical Facilities.

M t'ae late 4inston Churchill ol.e said, "We shape our buildings and

then oar buildings shape ue.° The physical plant is always an important

fector but in education the sr:hool building greatly limits the kinds of

innovations which can be attempted.

Although there are many modern school buildings, several millions of

children still attend schools where the facilities were constructed from

25 to 50 years ago. Because innovations in education often are related

to group size, the building itself limits much in the 'stay of what might be

attempted. With proposal3 for large groups, small group seminars, and

tndividual study carrells, certain kinds of space requirements must be

available. Any reorganization of the sizes of school groups may be made

difficult, therefore, by the school building which mow be adapted but not

changed fundamentally.
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A second J..imitin4 factor of facilities pertains to the use of various

pieces of equipment. Even the simplest types of projected media require

certain kin of physical layouts for maximum visual and audit ry

reception. Such factors as light, sound, and climate control are among

those which determine the amount of technology and thus change which can

be introduosd into a classroom.

Nature of Inventors, Innovators, and Adopters

The terminology of "inventors, innovators, and adoptors," do not have

precise meanings in the field of education. Other terms used in lieu of

innovators are: change agents, advocators, discoverers, elChorators,

systematizers, codifiern, and promulgators. Instead of adoptors, some

writers use the term acceptors, (differentiating between early en` late

acceptors) and classifying those who are negative to changes as rejectors.

Rejectors, these researchers ba:!, can be considered as either the dissident,

the Indifferent, the disaffected, or the resentful. Although there are no

precise terms which are used, the general meanings attached to the above

terms are reasonably evident.

Federal an State Governments.

Increasingly, the ?ederel Congress as well as the legislators of 1`,e

several states are serving as change agents because of the type of legislation

which they consider and pass. For example, The Elerentary and Secon'tAry

EducatIon Act of 1965 could have more profound effect upon elementary and

secondary education and to some degree higher educaticn than any single

legislative act in U. S. history. State legislators also are becoming
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more involved in mandating certain changes in the state school systems

under their control. Consi.der the impact which the Fisher bill has had

and will have on teachers, and teacher education programs in

California. Similar actions by other legislatozs on a wide range of

issues facing the ss:hools suggests that these political bodies are becoming

very much involved in mandating changes in educational programs.

External and Internal Change Agents.

There are a group of external forces which have had little impact on

educational institutions in the past but which are likely to be of much

greater significance ip the future. An increasing amount of attention is

being clven to intermediate and cooperative units to provide services as

we:1 as tl promote various changes in the achool programs. The Greater

Cleveland Research Council is an example of one such group. The role of

state departmnts will be increased in the future as is suggested later on

is this paper. A mtent meeting at Kansas City has led to the development

of a new Compact for Education under which it is poposed to carry on

certain research activities as well as activities to promote change. As

the implementer of federal policy legislated by the U. 3. Congress, the

USOE will be of great significance in future educational developments. The

mev system of laboratories which will be funded under Title Iv of the ESEA

vill introduce an entirely new organisation and structure intv education

at all levels.

Internally within a school system there are some strong convictions

on the par.. of some people that the superintendent of schools is the
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most significant person in terms of what happens within that system as well

as within each of the individual buildings. These same writers and

researchers also contend that the principal within a building is the

second most powerful figure in terms of promoting educational change. There

are a number of highly respected researchers, however, who maintain that

the classroom teacher holds the key to the ultimate adoption of educational

change. These people maintain, first of all, that teachers are creative

individuals, who, if given ar opportunity, could be highly innovative.

Secondly, they suggest that even is the case of innovations coming from

the outside, it is only as the classroom teacher is willing to accept,

to adapt, and to promote the change that it will ever be successfully

adop:;ed. Therefore, both groups of persons, administrators as well as the

teachers, likely are innovators and change agents but of different kinds.

No DesignatedELwanasator Agency.

A problem of schools is the Lack of anyone charged specifically with

the responsibility for developing and/or promoting new practices. Some

years ago Coombs called for "A Vice President in Charge of Heresy" (3) as

solmone mho was needed to stimulate educational changes. If a person were

charged with the responsibility for research, ed. Dl improvement and

innovation, there is a question as to whether it should b the superintendent

of schools or *Wither the reaponsibility should be assigaed to someone on

the central administrative staff lobo is directly responsible to the

superintendent.
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There are certain aspects of the school structure which have

implications for the diffusion of innovations, One of the problems is that

a school system does not have clients, insofar as the genetal use of the

term is concerned. For most services in our society, clients come to the

institutiou voluntarily and on the basis of what they believe to be superior

performance on the part of tnoqe who operate within the institution. In

the field of education, however, the students who are the clients are

required to attend a school over which neither they nor their parents have

any particular control. Therefore, because there is no choice, the

professional staff which operates within the school system are not required

to perform at a high level in order to attract and hold present and future

students.

Private and parochial schools differ on the above point since there

are reasons why parents will bear the extra cost of educating children in

such schools. This is one of the places where the problem of innovation

differs between public and private and parochial schools.

No Dissemination System.

Although the quantity of good, defensible research in the field of

education has been small, there has been faith on the part of many persons

that if the research results could be identified they would be implemented

automatically. There has been almost blind faith that if we could just

accumulate more research evidence that such information would quickly find

its way into practice. Again because of the peculiar nature of the school
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enterprise, it appears necessary to develop reports about research findings

which can be understood and interpreted by school personnel. We do not

currently have large numbers of people in school systems who are able to

nabs the necessary adaptations from research studies completed in other

places in order to achieve a successfUl implant in their own situation.

Pluralistic Nature of SchoolAmtm

A final problem is the pluralistic rather than the indiviaualistic

nature of a school system. This problem is in part involved in the

complexity of the school system discussed below The difference between

the individual entrepreneur who may be a farmer or a physician who is in a

position to make decisions concerning acceptanee/roracceptance of an

idea is in contrast with decf,Aons in a complex rchool system.

Process and Tactics of Diff4sion

6-22MEADLES211112111:14111-MAIDEIal.

Educational institutions operate in a very complex economic, political,

social, cultural, and professional environment. A large number of forces

impinge upon decision-making both in regard to the overall program as well

as to its individual and specific parts. Such forces make more difficult

arriving at changes in education as contrasted with many other activities

in our society where decision-making is limited to one or a few persons.

The final decision-making body in education is a lay board of education

which is in die 'et contrast to policy making in practically every other

social institution. The decision- making has been placed in the hands of
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persona Who *morally are not well acquainted with educational problems.

There are yid), variations in the wows in Which such beards perftra their

duties. The! agy be highly dependent upon professional advice and

assistance or they may not seek it and if it is given, refuse such

assistance. Some board members represent elements of the community who

find certain parts of the school program inimicable to their beet InArests

and, tberefbre, decisions are made on the Nests of personal rather trim

professional or community interests. Because board members erf lay persons,

they are not always in the best position to make judgments about educational

innovations without considerable study and anaimysis.

Local boards of education also are very likely to make decisions based

upon their perception of purely loca4 need,' and interests without reference

to the state, national, cr internatioma:lscenes. Since only worts of

some of the problems in education exitt in a local community, there is a

problem for local boards to be senaitive to the larger issues in education

in which the local systems must eventual4 participate and reach some

solutions. Because many educational innovations are developed to meet more

general problems, a local board is faced with the problem of assessizi

What the posture of the local school should be toward these new developments.

The professional staff of a local school system has common elements

but probably acre diverse characteristics. There is a partial dichotow

which exists between elementary and secondary teachers where historically

greater status, and until recently, greater salaries have been paid to

thyme teaching at the higher levels. En elementary teacher generally
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perfbrus in a self- containers classroom where she is responsible for most

of tLs activities occurring to the learners under her direction while the

secondary teacher is subject-matter orientated and not totally responsible

f0. ill og the student activities. Therefbre, there are not the cohesive

and in agratirs factors within the professional group which make changes

eaer to vrosvte.

Terre is, at all levels, almost complete autonomy on the part of

classroom teacher* to make decisions about the things which occur -4ithln

t&es confines of their classrooms. Although supervisors have often been

appointed to promote new practices, there continues to be considerable

reluctance to make demands upon classroom teachers to perform iL new or

different whys. There is a strong feeling that there in Qilly one person

rho is in a position to formulate plans cad sake judgments about what goes

on in a classroom and that is the teacher herself. The decision-making

responsibility of the classroom teacher has had long historical precedent.

Classroom teachers generally are fairly highly educated individuals

with a minimum of a baccalaureate degree and with additional formal study

in many cases. Because teachers have at least four years of higher

education, they *veil they are in a position to practice in a 'somewhat

independent fashion.

Although the board of education is responsible for making policy

dmcisions about the school system, individual Aroats as well as organized

groups such as the P2R ploy Important roles in what happens in a local

school gates. As individual parents, they have entry into the classroom

through the towbar of their ova child end, although the teacher is not
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required by law or school policy to make adaptations to suit a family,

she may well make changes for personal or political reasons.

Althou&t such organizations as the PM indicate specifically in their

national and utate by-laws that there is to be no interference in local

school affairs, there is no question but shat the interests of such a

collection group of parents does play a role in decision-making by school

authorities. Although a direct route for such lay participat really

lies through the board of education, the expressed needs of groups of

parents may change school policies directly without going through the

official channels of the board of education.

Because most parents have at some time or another attended the schools

as students many of them feel that they are experts in curriculum, child

psychology, and school practices. Schools, therefore, are confronted with

a particularly difficult problem in coping with individuals who feel they

have some expertise in educational matters.

Although students in the schools have generally not had a direct

mans of communicating their interests, reeds, and desires it is evident

that pupils do play a part in what happens in a classroom or school system.

Many parents take seriously the day-by-day ups and downs of the classroom

and in turn communicate their approval or disapproval as to what is

happening directly to school authorities. The students are perhaps in the

best position to judge teaching effectiveness of anyone in a school system.

Thi, unfortunate aspect of the student's evaluation is that it is entirely

personal and generally on a "like-dislike" basis rather than some other

more valid measures of performeace.
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Although local school systems make decisions ...bout curricula and

courses of study including content, mach more of that is occurring involves

decisions made by persons far removed from the local scene. The profession

itself is 1ecoming heavily involved in the planning of various curricula

and a review of the departments of the NEA, for example, disclose such

groups as "The National Council for the Social Studies," or the "National

Association for the Teachers of Science." Since the NEA represents

primarily elementary and secondary teachers, these various departments

include a majority of teachers who are desirtous of making decisions about

basic content in their subject matter Areas. These various departments

issue a variety of publications dealing with content, teaching methods,

end materials.

An increasing role is being played by scholars located primarily in

universities and colleges working through such learned societies as the

American Historical Association or the American Chemical Society. Although

such groups do not necessarily have objectives which are different from

classroom teacher groups, they frequently do perceive bfsth the content and

the teaching methods somewhat differently. It is worth noting that most

of the successfUl curricular innovations have been developed and promoted

by the learned societies and the scholars within these groups rat7Qer than

by educators within the professional organizations. May divisions render

more difficult the malting of decisions about innovations in curriculum.

Othe_ agencies outside the local community which help compound the

problem of decision-making are the teacher education institutions, inter-

mediate units, state departments of ednoatt3n, fOundations, and federal
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government. A developing pattern of teacher education is to make such more

extensive use of local school systems as laboratories for both teacher

preparation as well as curriculum developmen'oz and refinements. These

relationships could help to complicate decision-making about innovation

by local schools as the staff of these schools become more heavily involved

in consultations with scholars, researchers, and clinic professors from

institutions of higher education.

State departments of education have been primarily statistic-gathering

organizations with limited functions of school improvement and little or

no promotion of innovations. The new federal legislation restores, to a

degree, a constitutional role of the State Department by placing upon it

the administration of federal programs and, more important, the pr lotion

of changes and innovations by local schools. Aa State Departments reorganize

to fulfill the new functions there may well be less sultonomy for decision-

making about changes by local schools.

It is evident that the federal government will play a larger role in

educational activities than has been true in the past. The federal

government intends to guarantee to every child, regardless of where he

lives or the conditions under which he lives, an opportunity for quality

education. The federal legislation has been designed, therefore, to assure

each child of his birthright and to guarantee t)it tiie necessary changes

are made in local. schools in order to iqplement such a philosophy.

Foundations have had an impact on educational decision-making. Funds

made available to local school ;aystems have often been used implement

certain kinds of innovations through demonstrations. Often local schools

I
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have been required to accept the merits of an innovation proposed by a

fOundation "on faith" and to utilize the tuads for demonstrating the nyw

practice to other schools. In many other :.stances foundation funds have

been used to determine the merits of a now idea before promoting its

widespread adoption.

It is evident that decisions made in a local school are the result cf

a wide-range of forces which play upon those responsible for *_".thing deciuions.

In business a plant owner need not consult with anyone before deciding tc

make a change. In many other ports of the world a decree rendered by a

responsible authority in the Min_ltry of Education must be compliel wIth by

the local school and the individual teacher. The American school system

has built into it, however, a variety of mechanisms which make consensus

difficult to obtain and decision-tasking-a highly complicated matter.

AMULEITIMES.

A further dimension of the process of diffusion pertains to what the

sociologist calls "linkages." Within our society generally and within most

institutions there is a theory that if & few key people can be reached with

a message they will in turn influence large numbers of other individuals.

Some studies in the field of education suggest that there are few status

leaders even within a building wiso :ifluence other colleagues,(4) This

factor is no doubt related to several others dealt with earlier, namely,

that there is some distance between elementary and etecondary school

faculties as well as considerable distance ameng faculty members in the

several subject matter fields taught in a junior or a senior high school.



Tnert are dial:IA.11mi number of relationships between elementary slid aecondary

teachers so that the impact of status leaders would be primarily with their

own groups. It is likely that there are some persons who speak for

elementary education within a school system but there are few such people

whose opinions would carry very much '.?night with their colleagues at either

the junior f.A. senior high school levels. If, for example, a teacher of

pbrsical educatiou for boys should publicly give strong support to an

innovation, the probabil.L 4 is that such a favorable stance would have

little ar uo impact on those who teach foreign Languages or English. There

is litt)2 articulation among the various subject natter areas and grade

levels. Therefore, the problem of promoting changes in a school eystem is

magnified by a Lack of the usual social interrellitionahip found in other

institutions.

Institutional Resistance to Change.

A good deal of evidence exists concerning the resistance of insti-

tutions to change. As ImPititutiong mature Lhoy becolie more and more

structured and as a consequence changes are more and more difficult to

Mike. Although the school system does not hive as long a history as some

other institutions such as the home or the church, our American school

system has been in existence in somewhat its present form for over a

hmedxed years. A natural consequence of this history has been the

development of certain patterns of or, aniza.tion so that the people within

designated roles now resist changing those roles and the functions of the

*shoals.

sinmelossevemellIMPT,
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Not only is a school system a highly institutionalized activity but

the staff within It also has resisted research ar:tivities and change. In

education, suggestions for change whether based upon evidence or not are

usually met with such comments as "you Just don't understand teaching,'

or "you just can't take into account all of the variables is education,

or "lots of the things which happened to children do not show up until years

later." Because of a lack of knowledge in the teaching-learning area, there

is no predisposition to changes.

Inbalance Within the System.

There are many references in the literature of innovation, particularly

in the writings and research of sociologists which suggest that there must

be an inbalance existing within a culture in order for change to occur. The

hypothesis is that a culture out of balance moves to restore balance and

it is during such a process that change occurs. There is considerable

feeling in education, particularly among school administrators, that the

best school system is one in which there is a minimum of conflict or

controversy. Over and over one gets the feeling that school administrators,

boards of education, and others in leadership positions are hopeful that

"on one will rock the bout." Therefore, one of the basic ingredients

required for a fertile environment for change generally does not exist in

education.

Measurement and Evaluation

No Broad Goals.

Within the field of education there are no broad goals as to what the
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system should achiovx. let alone specific aid definitive objectives. Ideas

as to what the school system should accomplish wary all the wey from baby

sitting and custodial cars to preparing better citizens for a democracy.

No Specific Goals.

The failure to develop purposes applies to both the general outcomes

of the school as yell as expected outcomes within specific subject matter

areas. As attention is being focused on the curriculum across the country

and as local schools have assembled their teachers of English or mathematics,

it has been disconcerting to discover how little of what is taught at ne

grade or by one teacher is related to What is taught in another grade or by

another teacher even in the same subject matter area. In a meeting of

teachers in a department of a recognised school system the teachers were

discussing what each was doing from the seventh through the twelfth grades.

After considerebla discussion during which it was revealed that different

teachers were teaching the same cc tent at different grade levels one

teacher finally blurted out, "I think it is terribly difficult to deal with

objectives in different courses and different grade levels because I don't

even know what I'm trying to teach myself."( 5 ) me advent of programmed

instruction, teaching via TV, and other similar devices have brought the

whole problem of scope mud sequence within subject matter areas into bold

relief.

Since goals and objectives are not closely specified within subject

matter areas or grades, it should be obvious that appropriate interrelation-

ships among subject matter areas are likewise not specified or made
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explicit. In recent article in Saturday Review entitled, "Reform

Movement or Pana4ea3 "(6) Theodore R. Biter argues that the next breakthrough

in curriculum development must be the interrelating of thm various disciplines.

Riser points out, for example, that the physicists who developed the PSSC

Physics course have paid little if any attention to the developments in the

various new mathematics curricula and vice versa. Each subject matter

area has developed on its own without reference to what uther parts of the

curriculum soy need in the way of content from that area.

No Profit Motive.

A final difference in objectives between schools and many other parts

of our social and economical system is that schools are so-called non-

profit enterprises. In spite of statistics being projected by economists

most educators still promote the idea that education is different from any

other kind of institution or organization so that its output cannot or

shoula not be measured in economic terms. Thus the profit motive which

ex! eats in the private sector of economy and the need to produce a return

on the investment is currently not a force which motivates changes in the

field of education.

No R & D Investment.

Innovations generally have required substantial amounts of money for

research, development and demonstration activities. The R & D investments

by agricultural industries and pharmaceutical firms have been huge. In

contrast, education has operated on what Jim 7i nn has called "the peon

approach." Iducation has never had sufficient financial resources to much
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more than maintain a minimal program. Even more serious, however, is the

fart that there has been practically no investment in educational research.

In recent testimony given before a Congressional Committee in regard to the

Nieuontary and Secondary Education Act, Commissioner Kelvel reported that

only twomfifthe of 1 per cent of the total expenditure for education has

been devoted to research.(7)

Further, there has been no so-called "risk" money flowing into the

field of education. The innovations which have taken place have come

primarily from the maul .arers and suppliers of school equipment and

materials. Although these manufacturers frequently have promoted new

product development, on other occasions they have also resisted changes

because of the increased investment which would be necessary in the

development of such new products. For example, if a company has a fairly

successful series of texts in a certain subject matter area, it is not

likely that the same company will seek new approaches which will diminish

the return on their original investment and require greater support of

sales and promotional efTorts on their part. There has not been a close

relationship between the commercial interests and the field of education in

terms of either product design or tryout. Because no outside funds have

been available for research and development and because developments are

expensive and not activoly promoted by commercial interests, new educational

developments have been retarded.

No Economic Advantage.

A for incentive in the business field for the adoption of any new
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hardware or process is the payoff in terms of lover unit costs and thereby

greater profits. Because educational institutions have not necessarily

been concerned with monetary returns on their operations, there have been

no clearly demonstrable monetary returns as a result of innovations. In

fact the more likely pattern has been to add the costs of innovations on

top of current costs without making any aubstantial efforts to readjust or

redistribute vorkloads or activities. The result of many innovations has

been increased expendituros with no lessening of the per unit cost:.

NO Personalhdvantage.

A final problem relat.l.g to the financial aspects of education is

that most salary schedules do not differentiate among teachers of varying

degrees of effectiveness. Both of the major organisations representing

teseNars, the AFT and the NEA, have promoted the idea of equal pay tar

equal preparation and experience. Since there is resistance to mer!.t pay,

there is little incentive for superior performance. Present salary schedules

enable the very least effective teacher to receive exactly the same salary

as the very most effective teacher given equivalent education and experience.

The theory of our economic system is that the most efficient should receive

the largest monetary reward and so innovations are eagerly sought after

and attempted. Such an incenl:Ive does not operate in educational institutions.

No Clear Performance Stargards

Since objectives and purposes of education are not clear, it is obvioun

that appropriate evaluations are also difficult to determine. We do have

tests available for pupil performance but there has been great resistance
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on the part of educators to accept the results as representing any kind of

quality measure. Outside of the Regents' tests in the State of New York,

no other state has developed a systematic testing program to measure the

educational output. There is, in fact, great fear on the part of many

teachers and administrator to the use of achievement tests for the

determination of quality eAncation. The argument is that tests do not

recognize all of the facto7s which need to be considered and further that

such tests would eventual4y determine the struct4re of the curriculum.

Therefore, pupil assessment through tests as a measure of productivity of

either students, faculty? or the school system has been resisted.

In addition to the lack of clear performance standards for the pupils,

there are no clear perfprmence standards for the teaching staff. Although

attempts have been made over s period of pars to develop various ways of

determining teaching effectiveness, there is no geteral acceptance of any

one set of criteria. die difficulty of developing standards of teaching

effectiveness has becgme apparent when one examines studies of individuals

such as Fattu in whicila it is suggested that teaching effectiveness is more

related to individual school and community factors than to prior preparation.

The work of Rrang ha' centered on certain characteristics of the teacher along

with effective teachplg procedures and techniques quite apart from the school

setting. The most scent work edited by Gage includes chapters by various

authors among vhom mere generally are no great areas of agreement.

Even if one assumes that the evaluation of the teaching act can be

done apart from the classroom setting, it is difficult to immure agreement

MINIMMIMMIMMwMmm010011111Mft
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as to what represents a good teaching model. Some models focus on the

learner, other on the interactions within the classroom and still others

on the communication of the content. Ordinarily, for changes to be medal

there must be some clear models to follow and mays of judging vhen the

per/brame of those within the system are effective.

NO Clear Product Assessment

A third problem in evaluation pertains to the lack of objective

standards for product or process effectiveness. Although there is a strong

impression on the part of many people that the appropriate addition of

never media, for example, improve the learning situation the research

results are net always so encouraging. The finding of "no significant

difference," has appeared so frequently in all kinds of educational research

that there is justification for some of the skepticism which exists toward

media and other innovations.

Although considerable progress has been made in research design in the

field of education along with the development of better evaluation instruments,

there is still a question as to whether we are yet in a position to measure

some of the changes which may be occurring but which cannot be identified.

We have not been able, therefore, to provide evidence enabling the unbiased

observer to make decisions as to the inclusion or rejection of certain

innovation?.

Cortlusion

The purpose of this paper as indicated in the introduction has been to

analyse what is know about innovation from a variety of other disciplines
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and to irterprete these factors and elements in terms of education. Each

of the mayor sub-topics Which has been developed has its foundation in

some other discipline, field, or area of research. This peper then has

identified some factors and, has attempted to discuss the various dimensions

of these factors as they might apply to education. Although there are a

number of obstacles which as innovation in education more complicated

than in a number of other fields, the writer hopes that the failure to

have a validated system will be considered a challenge to be met rather

than reason ibr doing nothing.
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